NEW YORK SEASC APE
The Sea That Never Sleeps

Red knots undergo one of the longest annual migrations in
the bird world: more than 9,000 miles. Each May, during
their long journey, they briefly stop on New York and New
Jersey beaches to feast on the eggs of horseshoe crabs,
which also congregate in massive numbers to spawn.
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AMERICAN EEL
American eels are born in the middle of the
Atlantic and drift thousands of miles as larvae to
the coast. They grow to maturity in fresh water
rivers and streams before making the incredible
journey back to where they were born to
reproduce once, and then die. The New York
Aquarium is studying how dams impact eels,
such as those in the Bronx River.

A ACOUSTIC BUOY

Menhaden, a schooling fish known
locally as bunker, have rebounded
in New York waters. This recovery
benefits recreational fishers and
many ocean predators, including
humpback whales, which can be seen
lunge feeding at the surface in areas
close to shore.
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The mola, or ocean sunfish, is
the heaviest bony fish in the
world, weighing up to 5,000
pounds and reaching up to 14
feet long by 10 feet wide.

EASTERN OYSTER
WHITE SHARK

Prior to the 1920s, New York Harbor was home to
the most valuable food fishery in the United
States—oysters. Overexploitation, pollution, and
dredging in New York City's waterways drove the
oyster industry to the brink of collapse, but efforts
are underway to increase oyster populations.
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MOLA
Epipelagic = Sunlight Zone (0 to 656 ft.)
Surface light penetrates and warms the water,
leading to a wide temperature range.

STRIPED BASS

LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE
Leatherbacks can reach 8 feet long
and weigh more than 2,000 pounds
on a diet almost exclusively of jellies.

NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALE

With nearly 5,000 miles of shoreline, our coastal
environment supports a wide diversity of habitats,
including tidal rivers that connect terrestrial watersheds to the
ocean; productive estuaries and mudflats; rocky outcrops; barrier
islands; and a sandy shelf. Each habitat supports a vast range of
wildlife and is sensitive to human disturbance, such as pollution,
dredging, and development.
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LONGFIN SQUID
Longfin squid flash and change colors,
helping them avoid predators (like
sperm whales, large fish, and seabirds)
and communicate with one another
with their highly developed eyes.

Saltwater marshes—Considered one of the most productive
ecosystems on Earth, these tidal wetlands are vital for nutrient cycling,
shoreline protection, and habitat for both marine and terrestrial wildlife.
Seagrass beds—A submerged flowering plant, eelgrass creates a
complex underwater haven for dozens of fish and shellfish and helps
filter polluted runoff into estuaries.

FIN WHALE

SHORTFIN MAKO

Fin whales are the second largest animal that
has ever lived on this planet. They can grow to
be more than 70 feet and weigh many tons.
They are regularly seen on whale-watching
trips from Montauk and detected acoustically
in the New York seacape.

SUMMER FLOUNDER

These giant ocean predators migrate
annually through the New York seascape and
are prize targets for local commercial and
recreational fisheries. These species depend
on healthy populations of prey, including
bluefish, squid, mackerel, and menhaden.
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The nearshore zone, which extends about
8 miles from shore and reaches depths of about
70 feet, is known for its unusually high wildlife diversity.
This is due in part to one of the world’s largest annual fluctuations
in water temperature (greater than 40 degrees Fahrenheit), resulting in
seasonal migrations of cold- and warm-water species through the New York
seascape, including sea turtles, marine mammals, and many economically
important fishes.

KEMP’S RIDLEY SEA TURTLE
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BLACK SEA BASS

Freshwater rivers—Coastal rivers transport nutrients and energy
between land and sea, and support more than a dozen fishes, like river
herring and striped bass, that depend on both fresh and saltwater
habitats during their life cycle.
Coastal estuaries—Where land meets sea, and often tucked behind
a fringe of barrier islands, an extensive system of estuaries serve as
critical nursery and foraging habitat for many seasonal visitors, from
seahorses to sharks.

Scientists estimate that there are
only about 500 North Atlantic
right whales remaining in the
world. WCS and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution made
the first ever, near real-time
acoustic detection of a North
Atlantic right whale in New
York waters.
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Skates and rays are
close relatives to sharks,
with similarly slow growth
and reproduction rates
that make them vulnerable
to overfishing.
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The shelf is a vast, gently sloping, sandy plain that
extends about 100 miles offshore. It includes the Hudson
Shelf Valley, a drowned riverbed of the Hudson River that cuts across
the shelf from New York/New Jersey Harbor to the Hudson Canyon.
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A Acoustic Buoy—WCS’s New York
Aquarium and the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution deployed an acoustic buoy in 2016
to listen for the whales in the New York
seascape. The buoy is located near shipping
lanes and areas under consideration for wind
energy development. It has detected fin
whales, humpback whales, highly endangered
North Atlantic right whales, and the sei whale,
a whale rarely sighted in New York waters.
B Shipwreck—Hundreds of shipwrecks in the
New York seascape are an important reminder
of our maritime history and popular dive
destinations. They are also aggregators of
marine life where cod, black sea bass, and
sharks seek protection as well as prey hiding in
these large underwater structures.
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C The Hudson Canyon—Hudson Canyon is
the largest submarine canyon off the Atlantic
Coast, rivaling the scale of the Grand Canyon.
It begins about 100 miles off New York City
and extends more than 300 miles. Upwellings
concentrate nutrients that support hundreds of
species, such as deep sea corals, seabirds,
whales, sharks, and many other fishes. This
rich biodiversity also helps sustain a thriving
local ocean economy, from recreational and
commercial fishing to whale watching and
pelagic birding.
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This is an artistic rendering depicting rich marine life, diverse habitats, and human activity in the New York seascape.
The wildlife shown here is a small sampling of the array that lives in or passes through these waters. This illustration
does not represent an accurate viewing angle, distance, or scale.

GOLDEN TILEFISH
Tilefish are habitat creators:
they dig large burrows for
shelter in the shoulders of the
Hudson Canyon, which also
provide a home for lobsters, crabs,
and other animals.

SEA SCALLOPS

C HUDSON CANYON

Mesopelagic = Twilight Zone (656 to 3,300 ft.)
Light penetrating from surface is very faint;
bioluminescent and odd creatures occur here.

New York Aquarium scientists are tagging a
number of shark species to study their
movements and migration patterns. Through
this work, New York’s Great South Bay has
been identified as a critical nursery ground
for sand tiger sharks and provides juveniles
with ample food and shelter each summer.

CHAIN CATSHARK
The Hudson Canyon provides habitat for
colorful cold-water coral communities,
some thought to be over 1,000 years old.
Their complicated branching structure
provides habitat and refuge for many
other canyon species.
ILLEX SQUID

The shelf break is where the edge of
the continental shelf meets the steep
continental slope in waters around 425
feet deep. Pelagic fishes, such as sharks,
tunas, and mahi, as well as sea turtles
and whales, are seasonally common in
these waters.
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BUBBLEGUM CORAL

METHANE SEEP COMMUNITIES
Cold-seep communities deep on the
seafloor are home to chemosynthetic
microbes that depend on methane
(rather than the sun) for energy and
growth. Other species including mussels,
tubeworms, and crabs also live here.

VIPERFISH

MUSSEL

The viperfish is characterized
by its luminescent organs and
large fang-like teeth. It lives
in utter darkness at depths of
5,000 feet and is thought to
live for up to 30 years.

Top image of bathymetric plan based on the images from NOAA and USGS.

V2.7.4: SHORTFIN MAKO SHARK was changed by NGP to SHORTFIN MAKO
to be consistent with Side A. The last sent to NGP was V2.7.3 and V2.7.4 file
was prepared for internal record at EGAD, 6:04pm April 17, 2017.

Bathypelagic = Midnight Zone (3,300 to 13,100 ft.)
Tremendous water pressure and no light penetrates;
the only visible light is created by animals themselves.
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